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Abstract—Student success is important to institutions of learning. Learning institutions offer academic support to their students
to ensure success. Knowledge Tracing (KT), the task of modelling
student knowledge based on their learning history is a significant
topic in the field of Educational Data Mining and has numerous
applications in the development of interactive and adaptive
learning technology. KT can be used to understand each student’s
unique learning behaviour, individual needs, and skill-levels.
Machine learning classification models were implemented to
trace the knowledge state of students. The Support Vector
Machine outperformed all other models in this article, with Random Forest performing the worst, with accuracy of 76.8% and
70.76%, respectively. One important goal of KT is to personalise
study materials in order to assist student’s understand learning
concepts more efficiently.
Index Terms—Machine Learning, Educational Data Mining,
Knowledge Tracing

I. I NTRODUCTION
For many students, the thrill of being accepted into a
South African university is short-lived, as the hurdles they
experience are sometimes overwhelming, leading to many
dropping out. Letseka and Maile [1] reported that, according
to the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET),
roughly 30% of students drop out in their first year of study.
Another 20% drop out during their second and third years of
school, with only 22% graduating in record time. The National
Treasury invested R4.5 billion in grants and appropriations to
institutions of higher learning, with no return on their investments, this was due to students dropping out. The Department
of Higher Education and Training (DHET) recognises that
dropouts and student retention are a problem [1], [2]. In order
to improve the problem, student retention methods have been
implemented. However, the student retention issue continues
to exist year after year.
With the dark cloud of covid-19 looming over our heads,
institutions of higher learning are being compelled to shift
from face-to-face instruction to online teaching and learning,
indicating that institutions of higher learning are to produce
more data than they been producing. Educational Data Mining
(EDM) is a subset of data mining that focuses on the creation
of tools for analysing specific types of educational data. Its
overarching purpose is to help better understand how students

learn and to uncover factors that can help them learn more
effectively [3].
Researchers have been drawn to developing models for predicting students’ knowledge states in order to provide appropriate feedback as a result of the availability of largescale student performance datasets [4]. Knowledge tracing
(KT) is the process of tracing a student’s knowledge state,
which demonstrates their level of mastery of topics based on
previous learning activities [5]. KT is a supervised sequence
learning task - given student’s previous interactions with an
exercise X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xt ), predict the probability that the
student will answer the next question of the exercise correctly,
i.e., P (rt = 1 = 1|et+1 , X). The interactions are shown as
xt = (et , rt ), where et is the exercise attempted by the student
at time t and rt is the correctness of the student’s answer. The
goal of KT is to forecast whether the student will be able to
correctly solve the next exercise or not [6], [7].
This paper’s main contribution was to implement KT models
that trace a student’s level of knowledge (whether or not a
student understands a concept being taught in class), with the
goal of assisting institutions of higher learning in developing
individually tailored guidances to assist students to master
concepts being taught in class.This will also improve student
achievement because a student will receive study material that
is completely focused on their learning patterns. As a result,
student dropouts and retention rates will be decreased.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Many traditional strategies have been developed to evaluate student performance, identify student behaviour patterns
in academic settings, anticipate their performance, and find
patterns relevant for course content delivery. Table I summarises the relevant literature aiming at predicting student
performance.
A. Data
1) Institutional Datasets: Higher education institutions
generate a significant amount of data, which includes a number
of attributes such as student demographic details, accomplishments, and behavioural characteristics [14]. Despite the
fact that the majority of researchers obtain their data from
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Table I: Review of key papers that use various approaches to
predict student performance
institutions of higher learning, various attributes are used.
Researchers use data from educational institutions to predict
student success. Three separate datasets from colleges in India,
each with 24 attributes were used [15]. Student records from
various universities in Pakistan were used in [9]. Student data
from two separate databases containing 10330 student records
from Bulgarian universities were used [11]. Datasets from two
public schools in Portugal and nine separate high schools in
Kancheepuram district were used in [16], [17], respectively.
For the purposes of this article, we will use EdNEt Dataset
[5], which is made up of online courses, similar to how [18]
used a dataset of 15 online courses from MIT and Harvard.
All of the researchers discussed in this section have the same
aim in mind: to predict whether or not a student will answer
the next question correctly.
2) Questionnaire: One method for gathering data is through
a survey in the form of questionnaires. Questionnaires are
used by researchers to investigate students’ comfort levels,
educational backgrounds, and teaching methods.
Questionnaires that included personal and school-related variables that have effect on student performance were used in
[17]. [14] also followed the method in [16], [17] of collecting
data using a questionnaire, however with a different purpose
of evaluating teaching methods that also affect student performance.
B. Tinto’s Conceptual Framework and Features
1) Tinto’s Conceptual Framework: Tinto [19] presented a
widely used conceptual framework (see figure 1) for understanding the student attrition process. In this model, three types
of attributes, namely Demographic, Academic, and SocioEconomic, are interconnected and are thought to influence
student’s academic performance [20]. Despite the fact that
most authors employ the Tinto [19] conceptual framework,
the model fails to account for numerous social-psychological
causes for student retention, which are especially important
for minority students. Transitional interactions for underrepresented minority students to college can mirror catastrophic
situations [21]. The use of these attributes are discussed in the
section that follows.

Figure 1: Conceptual framework by Tinto [19], adopted from
[8]

student is one the most used feature by researchers when
predicting student success. Demographic information includes,
age, gender, disability and birth place, to mention few, this
information is used to predict student performance [9], [12],
[16], [18], [22]. Some Authors, instead of using all the student
background features, they rank features to discover the most
influential ones. For an example, relief attribute evaluation
method was used to rank highly influential features, to which
gender was amongst the eleven highly influential attributes
selected to predict student performance [15].
Furthermore, [23], took a slightly different approach by applying data reprocessing techniques to transforming data into
First Normal Form, to acquire fields required for data mining
such as gender and language of instruction.
3) Academic Background: Academic background, referred
to as pre-college or schooling characteristics by Tinto [19], includes summative assessments [12], university or high school
results [9], [16] and participation of student in class activities,
are among the attributes used by researchers. Some researchers
used online academic information, like [12] used introductory
to physics course for scientist and engineers homework sets
with 184 problems to predict students performance.
Study related data that contain common attributes such as
admission point scores and number of credits gained from
passed courses were used in [14], [24]. Collection of detailed
marks of students [17] and assignment grades [18], were
acquired from different educational institutions, with the sole
purpose of predicting student success from both.
4) Socio-Economic: Research shows that socio-economic
issues such as family income, parents’ education, and parents’
occupations, do affect student performance. Machine learning
classifiers may be used to analyse the effect of each feature
for predicting students’ performance [9]. After using machine
learning to analyse feature influence, being "self employed"
was considered the best predictor of student performance [9].
Furthermore, family income and whether or not the student
lived with their parents also played a role in predicting student
performance [16], [17].
C. Models

2) Demographic Information: The demographic information, which may also be refer to as background of the

1) Neural Networks (NN): Different problems including
prediction, approximation, function, classification, and pattern

recognition have been solved successfully using neural networks [10]. The first known work was published in 1993,
where NN was used to predict student performance [25].
Thereafter many authors followed on their foot steps.
In recent years, poor quality graduates from several Nigerian
institutions have been observed, pointing to the inadequacy
of the national university admission examination system in
achieving this. An ANN was created to forecast a candidate’s
likelihood of being accepted for admission [26]. ANN was
used to forecast a sophomore’s success in engineering majors
at the Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology
[27]. According to their test data, the ANN is capable of
accurately predicting performance with the accuracy of 70%
and 80% in [26] and [27], respectively.
Multiple authors implemented NN to predict student success, as seen in table I. Despite the fact that their individual
efforts utilised different datasets and properties. It is worth
noting that NN did exceptionally well in all of their papers,
with [13] having the lowest accuracy of 64% and [15] having
the highest accuracy of 99%.
2) Decision Trees: developed by Professor Ross Quinlan in
1993, is a greedy algorithm that selects the next characteristics
based on knowledge gathered from the previous attributes.
The attribute with the greatest information gain or entropy
reduction is chosen as the test attribute for the current node
[28].
C4.5 use the Gain ratio as an attribute selection criterion and
is the most commonly and potentially widely used decision
tree algorithm [10], [29]. This may be attributable to a variety
of factors, including its additional features such as managing
missing data, categorising continuous attributes, and others.
C4.5 was used to predict student success by nearly every
author in literature shown in table I. It is clear that the C4.5
algorithm performs exceptionally well; however, the [14]
shows that it performed poorly despite the use of common
features such as academic information and student behaviour.
This may be due to the form of data used.
3) Naïve Bayes: (NB) is a basic classification method
based on probability theory. It is referred to as naïve because it
simplifies difficulties by relying on two primary assumptions:
that the prognostic qualities are conditionally independent of
familiar classification and that there are no hidden attributes
that could impact the prediction process [10].
NB is also a common algorithm for predicting student
success. It is also one of the most commonly used models
as evident in literature shown in table I. It is one of the best
performing algorithms. However, in the paper [22] and [11],
the accuracy is less than 60%.
4) K-Nearest Neighbour: A slightly different educational
prediction challenge was taken in [30]. Where KNN is used
in this study to estimate which level of study material students
would see based on their talents and performance. According
to the research paper, numerous different versions of each
course should be created and categories for different levels of

skill. Based on their current performance, the KNN algorithm
is then utilised to identify the best suited lesson level for each
student.
Despite its simplicity and lack of assumptions regarding the
prior probabilities of the training data, the KNN technique
has been proved to perform effectively in real-world classification challenges [31]. Given its simplicity, the method’s
performance when compared to other classifiers is quite good
[8], [12], [17].
III. M ETHODOLOGY
We use Machine Learning algorithms in this research to
predict whether a student will answer the next question correctly or incorrectly. To achieve this, we trained the 7 machine
learning classification models using 10-fold cross validation.
A. Data Collection and Pre-processing
EdNet dataset [5], includes information about student behaviours such as the learning resources he/she has consumed
and their response. Santa compiled the student interactions of
over 780K users over a two-year period, making it the largest
of the ITS datasets made available to the public thus far. The
dataset is freely available for research purposes. EdNet offers
four layers of datasets, each labeled KT1, KT2, KT3, and KT4.
The number and diversity of processes involved grows in direct
proportions to the level of the dataset. Due to memory limits,
we randomly selected data from 100 users who attempted to
solve exercises from the KT1 dataset, further went to limit the
number of attempts to 50 per user.
B. Features
KT1 is made up of question-answering logs from students,
and it is the most fundamental and crucial knowledge that may
be used by various deep-learning KT models. Table II shows
features of KT1 dataset.
Feature
timestamp
solving_id
question_id
user_answer
elapsed_time

Type
unix time
numeric
numeric
Categorical
(a, b, c, d)
unix time

Description
time student accessed the question
bundle id in which question was taken from
question number
possible student answer(s)
time it took student to answer

Table II: Description of Features
C. Classification and Evaluation
Machine learning classification methods were used in this
paper. 10fold cross validation was used in each of the classifications instances. The machine learning algorithms were
implemented using a total of 5000 student attempts. The
following are the seven classification models that were used:
a) Multilayer Perceptron (MLP): A feed forward neural
network that uses back propagation to learn the parameters.
This model is a multi-layer neural network using sigmoid
functions as nodes at each layer. In cases where the class is
numeric, the output nodes become unthresholded linear units
[25]. The implementation of MLP in this paper is based on
[25].

b) C4.5: is the most commonly and potentially widely
used decision tree algorithm, which was developed by Professor Ross Quinlan in 1993 [10], [28]. This may be attributable
to a variety of factors, including its additional features such
as managing missing data, categorising continuous attributes,
and others. The C4.5 classification method used in this paper
is based on [28].
c) Naïve Bayes (NB): is a probabilistic model that uses
Bayesian inference to calculate the probability of a degree
of causation. Using prior probability of in- stances feature
A given class B. The Bayes rule can be interpreted as:
)
P (Y |X) = PP(X|Y
(X) , where P (Y |X) represents the desired
posterior probability. P (X|Y ) represents the prior probability.
P (X) and P (Y ) are the features observed and target class
respectively [32]. The implementation of the NB follow that
of [32].
d) Support Vector Machines (SVM): The classification
model combines the training data with a non-probabilistic
binary linear classifier that splits the training data classes using
a multidimensional hyperplane. Then, in the same space, test
instances are mapped and forecast based on which side of the
hyper-plane they fall on. Using a kernel trick and one-versusall class splitting, SVM may be scaled for nonlinear and highdimensional classification. The SVM implementation used in
this study is based on Hussain, Dahan, Ba-Alwib, et al. [15]’s
implementation.
e) Random Forests (RF): is made up of many decision
trees that work together as an ensemble to combine the
results and implementation of various models and instances.
These uncorrelated decision trees have their properties merged
and function together in what is known as a committee,
which outperforms any individual tree model. This paper’s
implementation of RF is focused on [16].
f) K*: is based on how close instances are to each other
and then analysis is made on this. This works by calculating
the distance between test data instances and training data
formulations using an entropy-based function.
g) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN): is a method for classifying objects in the feature space using the most recent training
instances. KNN is a method of instance-based learning or lazy
learning in which the function is only approximated locally
and all computation is postponed until classification [24]. The
KNN implementation used in this work is based on Ajoodha,
Jadhav, and Dukhan [8]’s implementation.
To evaluate all of the above-mentioned classification models,
the following metrics were used:
Confusion Matrix: is used to evaluate model performance and consists of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP), and False Negatives
(FN). The number of negative examples correctly
classified is denoted by TN, the number of negative
examples incorrectly classified as positive is denoted
by FP, the number of positive examples incorrectly
classified as negative is denoted by FN, and the
number of positive examples correctly classified is

denoted by TP. A confusion matrix is shown in table
III.

Predicted

Positive

Positive
TP
FN

actual
Negative
FP
TN

Table III: Confusion Matrix
Accuracy: is a widely used statistic for assessing
classification methods. It is derived by dividing the
total number of forecasts by the number of correct
guesses 1.
TP + TN
(1)
TP + FP + FN + TN
Recall: is defined as the number of correct positive
predictions divided by the total number of positives.
This is also known as the true positive rate. Equation
2 shows how to calculate the true positive rate.
Accuracy =

TP
(2)
TP + FN
Precision: defined as the number of correct positive
predictions as a proportion of the overall number
of positive predictions. Equation 3 shows how to
calculate precision.
Recall =

TP
(3)
TP + FP
F1 score: represents the average of recall and precision (shown in equation 4). It acts as a warning sign
when a performance has been erroneously classified.
P recision =

F1 = ( recall

−1

+precision−1 −1
)
2

recall∗precision
= 2 ∗ ( recall+precision
)

(4)
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We implemented and tested the classification models to
predict whether a student will get the next question correctly
or not, based on their previous interaction with the exercises.
A confusion matrix was used to test the efficiency of the
classification algorithm after applying 10-fold cross validation.
The classification model used are RF, SVM, C4.5, K∗, KNN,
MLP and NB. Figure 2 represents the outcome of each of
these classifiers in predicting the class variable.
Figure 2a shows the confusion matrix for the C4.5 classification model which the fourth best performing model with
an accuracy of 72.14%. C4.5, performed better than KNN,
K* and RF. We also notice that 84% of instances of class a
were correctly classified, where as 6% instance of class a were
misclassified as a instance d. Figure 2b shows the confusion
matrix for the MLP classification model is the third best
performing model in this paper with an accuracy of 73.64%.
MLP took the most time to build with over 60 seconds.
This may be as a results of its multi-layers. Furthermore, we
observe that 75% of instances of a were correctly classified

(a) A confusion Matrix describing the performance of the
C4.5 classification model. The C4.5 classification model has
an accuracy of 72.14%. There were 3607 correctly classified
instances and 1393 incorrectly classified.
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(b) A confusion Matrix describing the performance of MLP
classification model. The neural network classification model
has an accuracy of 73.64%. There were 3682 correctly classified
instances and 1318 incorrectly classified.

(c) A confusion Matrix describing the performance of the Naïve
Bayes classification model. The NB classification model has
an accuracy of 75.14%. There were 9757 correctly classified
instances and 1243 incorrectly classified.
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(d) A confusion Matrix describing the performance of the
SVM classification model. The SVM classification model has
an accuracy of 76.8% .There were 9840 correctly classified
instances and 1160 incorrectly classified.

(e) A confusion Matrix describing the performance of the RF
classification model. The RF classification model has an accuracy of 7.76%. There were 3538 correctly classified instances
and 1462 incorrectly classified.
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(f) A confusion Matrix describing the performance of the KNN
classification model. The random forests classification model
has an accuracy of 72.08% .There were 3604 correctly classified
instances and 1396 incorrectly classified.
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(g) A confusion Matrix describing the performance of the K*
classification model. The random forests classification model
has an accuracy of 72.06% .There were 3603 correctly classified
instances and 1397 incorrectly classified.

Figure 2: A set of confusion matrices describing the performance of classification models. Each classification model’s accuracy
is indicated along with the correctly and incorrectly classified instances.

and over 14% instances of class b were misclassified as class
c instances.
Figure 2c shows the confusion matrix for the Naïve Bayes
classification model is the second best performed model with
accuracy of 75.14% following SVM. We note that with approximately 86% instances of actual class b were correctly
classified, with over 12% instances of class c misclassified as
instances of d. Figure 2d shows the confusion matrix for the
SVM classification model is the best performed model with the
accuracy of 76.8%. Followed by NB. We also note that 88%
instances of class b were correctly classified, with the lowest

3% instance class d being misclassidied as instances of class a.
Figure 2e shows the confusion matrix for the Random Forest
classification model which marks it as the least performed
model with the accuracy of 70.76%. It took the second longest
time to build with 0.42 seconds.
Figure 2f shows the confusion matrix for the KNN classification model marks the third least performed model, following
RF and K* with the accuracy of 72.08%. We also not that 12%
of class a instances were misclassified as class d instances.
Figure 2g shows the confusion matrix for the K∗ classification model achieved the second least performing classification

Model
SVM
NB
MLP
C4.5
KNN
K*
RF

Accuracy
76.8
75.14
73.64
72.14
70.08
72.06
70.76

Precision
0.768
0.752
0.7387
0.7211
0.7231
0.7203
0.7062

Recall
0.768
0.7514
0.7364
0.7214
0.7208
0.7206
0.7076

F1-Score
0.768
0.7517
0.7375
0.7212
0.7219
0.7204
0.7069

Table IV: Performances of the classification models
model with the accuracy of 72.06%. We also note that 13%
of class a instances are misclassified as class b instances.
Figure 3 depicts the results from table IV. This was done
to assess the classification models’ results in greater depth.
In addition to accuracy, we also evaluated precision and
recall. How these were calculated from the confusion matrices
is given in detail in III-C0g. We discovered that precision
and recall were quite close to accuracy and hence provided
presumably very comparable interpretations.

with random forest performing the worst. We intend to
improve our results by implementing Knowledge tracing
models on other EdNet datasets, which will necessitate more
powerful computing capacity.
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